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1                       - - - - -

2                 P R O C E E D I N G S

3                       - - - - -

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Good afternoon,

5 everyone.  I would like to call the Franklin County

6 Board of Elections meeting to order.  I will do the

7 roll call.

8             Kimberly Marinello.

9             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Here.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Greg Haas.

11             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Here.

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Douglas Preisse.

13             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Here.

14             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Bradley Sinnott.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Here.

16             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Mr. Chair, we do have

17 a full contingency of all four Board members present.

18             The first item on the agenda would be the

19 approval of the minutes from the August 4th and

20 August 18th meetings.

21             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I move that the Board

22 approve the minutes of the August 4th and the

23 August 18th meetings of the Franklin County Board of

24 Elections as submitted.
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1             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

2             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

3             (All ayes heard.)

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Opposed?

5             (No response.)

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That motion carries.

7 And what I am doing is sending this around to you

8 guys to be passed out.

9             The next item I would like to talk about

10 is the observer issue.  We had talked at the last

11 meeting, we had a lot of conversation about it, and

12 you guys had instructed Dana and I to kind of follow

13 up on some information on there, and we both did, and

14 what I found out was that the two officeholders or

15 candidates, I guess one officeholder, Dr. Janet

16 Gorniak, and Judicial Candidate Terri Jamison both

17 told me that they had no knowledge that their

18 signatures were placed on observer requests for the

19 October 1st or 2nd.

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  From

21 October 1st to October 25th.

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yeah, submission that

23 they submitted to our -- the observer -- I mean

24 observer selection, that information was given to us,
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1 so they had no knowledge that their signatures were

2 on that form.

3             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And I had the

4 same type of conversation with County Engineer Dean

5 Ringle and former Recorder Daphne Hawk, who reported

6 the same to me, that they had signed the original set

7 of observers which were placed here at the Early Vote

8 Center when this was the Early Vote Center but no

9 subsequent forms after that.

10             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Was the fifth

11 signature Mike Herrell's?

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes, it was.

13             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes.  I did not

14 make contact with Mike Herrell.  There, at one point,

15 were six candidates on the list.  There was also a

16 third party candidate that we did not hear from

17 either, but we did hear from four of the six

18 signatures that were on there that did tell us they

19 did not sign the second set of forms that were

20 submitted to this office.

21             And I'll just reiterate, the second set

22 of observer appointments for Election Day were not

23 placed by the Board because the candidates had

24 withdrawn their support to the effort.
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1             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Say that again.  The

2 second set of --

3             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  The set that was

4 submitted to us in 2012 for placement of observers on

5 Election Day by this group were not placed on

6 Election Day.  We communicated out to the polling

7 location that observers were not to be placed on

8 Election Day.

9             We did keep the original set for the Vote

10 Center as was the advice of counsel at that time that

11 there was no provision in state law to retract,

12 redact, whatever the right word is, a set of

13 observers after they were duly appointed, and they

14 were duly appointed on the first go about for the

15 Early Vote Center before each of the candidates

16 withdrew their support of the effort.

17             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Okay.  Well, good work

18 by the two of you for following up on that.

19             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Well, I think we

20 ought to share this information with the county

21 prosecutor.

22             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I'd like to make a

23 motion that we do pass this over to the prosecutor to

24 look at.  I think, you know, that, you know, the
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1 scope, you know, of this is, obviously I don't know

2 to what degree we can talk about that here other than

3 this; however, anecdotally, as some of the candidates

4 on both sides of the aisle pulled their names off,

5 the individual circulating this and requesting the

6 signatures had identified herself with the Board of

7 Elections or with another organization.

8             And I think that, you know, if there's --

9 there's one aspect that needs to be looked at here,

10 obviously, which is the use of the signatures, but,

11 you know, we clearly have, you know, somebody who, at

12 a minimum, abused names of people who didn't want to

13 be included, but while we are careful in how we

14 police voters and voter behavior, we need to be

15 careful about how we police people who are

16 representing or apparently representing different

17 organizations and things that take place within the

18 voting process.

19             So, you know, I would just throw in that

20 I'd like and hope to see a fairly wide scope on this

21 but certainly, you know, I'd like to move that we

22 turn this over to the prosecutor.

23             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I'll second

24 that.
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Okay.  So the motion

2 is -- did you get that?

3             THE COURT REPORTER:  Yes.

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Is there any

5 discussion?

6             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  So there will be a

7 report, prepared by Bill and Dana, describing what

8 was just offered to us, and then that written report

9 is going to be sent to the prosecutor for whatever

10 action the prosecutor deems proper under the terms of

11 the motion.  Is that agreeable, Greg?

12             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  It's been properly

14 moved and seconded.  All those in favor, say aye.

15             (All ayes heard.)

16             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

17             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Good.

18             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Mr. Chair, you can

19 open --

20             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Yeah.  We have a

21 request for members of the public who wish to address

22 the Board; is that correct?

23             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes.

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  So we suggested that
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1 we do that earlier rather than later so people don't

2 have to stay for the whole meeting if they don't want

3 to.  Of course, they're welcome to stay as long as

4 they wish.

5             We have requests?  I'm turning to the

6 public.  Okay.  Good, we do have a request.

7             Because of recent questions and

8 suggestions and repeated discussions relative to

9 questions about our policy here, I'm going to

10 paraphrase something Brad said recently which is, you

11 know, we've operated with a pretty small-town, open,

12 kind of friendly discourse back and forth.  We'd like

13 to maintain that.

14             So we're going to ask that those who are

15 addressing the Board limit their remarks to a

16 reasonable period of time, three or four minutes, and

17 kind of get to the point and try to stick to their

18 points.  And I think if we can maintain that level of

19 communication and friendly civility, that that may

20 service all the best going forward.  If we have to

21 amend or alter that, we, of course, can do that at

22 some time.

23             As is always the case, will you state

24 your name for the record.
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1             MS. SHAFFER:  I'm Paddy Shaffer and I'm

2 the founder of the Ohio Election Justice Campaign.

3 I'm pleased that you looked into some aspect of True

4 the Vote and I look at that as a great start on the

5 many things there that need to be looked at.

6             As far as something that I spoke with

7 Dana about last week, and I initially was told by

8 Suzanne that if I wanted to be on the agenda, all I

9 had to do was let Suzanne know, I was told a while

10 back, so I did, and I still would like to address the

11 idea of being on the agenda, versus three or four

12 minutes and a quick ending, because if I brought up

13 something that's important, I would like to have an

14 adult conversation and take the conversation to an

15 ending point for all parties versus being excused

16 that it's over even if it doesn't seem to be over.

17             So I've asked for the written policy for

18 how you get your name on the agenda and I was told

19 that there's not one; in which case I would like to

20 encourage you to have one, and so we can have a good

21 adult conversation on things that need addressed and

22 that, I think, would help with the Board in the

23 hometown friendliness.

24             Another thing I think would help with
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1 that would be meetings being timely.  I was informed

2 that today's meeting started at 2:30, so I'm here at

3 2:30; we started after 3:00.  Normally, it starts at

4 3:00, but we don't actually start until 3:30 or 4:00.

5 And that thing on just honoring each other's time,

6 it's a really nice way to start a meeting and it

7 shows respect for everyone there.

8             With the True the Vote, I have still more

9 questions and concerns, but as I'm very pleased that

10 you addressed some aspect of it, and I will watch

11 carefully as it unfolds, that's what I have to say on

12 it.  Marian had another issue on it that she wanted

13 to bring up and I hope we all make progress.

14             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Before you sit down,

15 we've, you know, we've talked about your

16 communicating with the staff here too, Bill and Dana,

17 and so don't hesitate to do that, and I know both of

18 them would be happy to get together with you.  I

19 think it might make sense to get together just so

20 you're hearing the same things at the same time.

21             Coming to the full board, from time to

22 time, with sets of concerns and questions, some of

23 which we may have heard before but out of context,

24 some of which may have a different nuance mixed with
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1 others may not be the most efficient way to approach

2 this.  So take advantage of the opportunity to meet

3 with Dana and Bill to help synthesize and organize

4 the Board's knowledge of your issues.

5             I'm not saying don't or you can't do what

6 you're doing right now, but what I just suggested

7 probably helps organize your thoughts and approach

8 the Board and helps inform us about the issues before

9 we're hit with them --

10             MS. SHAFFER:  If it's something that

11 doesn't need addressed to the Board, trust me, I know

12 how to do that.  I've been doing election work for a

13 long time.  When it is something that is significant

14 and the Board needs to know about it, I take it to

15 the Board.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I think you may have

17 missed my point which is I think you can do both and

18 help us better understand where you're coming from on

19 these important issues to you by, perhaps, by doing

20 both.  Not as a speed bump, but as a helpful,

21 informed, you know, process to come before the Board.

22             MS. SHAFFER:  These --

23             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  It's my suggestion.

24 You don't have to take it if you don't want.
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1             MS. SHAFFER:  These are all things I

2 understand and I do.  So if I show up at the Board,

3 know that I consider it important enough the whole

4 Board needs to be aware.  With some of the very

5 serious things that I brought up this year to the

6 whole Board, I would hope that the whole Board would

7 be curious enough to look into it because some of it

8 makes the Board look very troubled.

9             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Again, I think you

10 missed my point.

11             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.  Here --

12             MS. SHAFFER:  If it looks like there's a

13 problem, and part of the problem, it may even be

14 within the Board, I think the whole Board needs to

15 know about it.  Why take it to two members of the

16 Board when as a group --

17             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  They're not members

18 of the Board.

19             MS. SHAFFER:  We need to have a group

20 discussion.  We need improvement.

21             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  They're not members

22 of the Board.  But, Paddy, bottom line is we're going

23 to take your concerns about the Board seriously.

24 Hope you take what Doug said seriously in terms of
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1 how they can help us answer questions, look into

2 stuff, talk about stuff, if they're aware in advance,

3 and we can carry the discussion further that's all

4 Doug was suggesting.  So we're going to take your

5 concerns seriously and I hope it goes the same way.

6             MS. LUPO:  I'm Marian Lupo.  M-a-r-i-a-n

7 L-u-p-o.  Thank you for the opportunity to address

8 you sooner rather than later.  I really appreciate

9 it.

10             There were two new matters, and these are

11 things I will bring up with Mr. Anthony and Mr. Walch

12 so I will be very brief so I don't take up too much

13 of your board time this afternoon.

14             There were two incidents in 2012 of what

15 could be considered precinct disturbances, but to

16 give everyone the benefit of the doubt, I'll call

17 them precinct irregularities.  One was at Redeemer

18 Church; one was at the IBEW Hall.

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  The first one was

20 what?

21             MS. LUPO:  Precinct irregularities.

22             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.

23             MS. LUPO:  I don't want to characterize

24 them as precinct disturbances because I'm making a
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1 judgment.

2             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  No.  The first

3 location?

4             MS. LUPO:  The IBEW Hall and the second

5 one was Redeemer Church.  My understanding is they

6 were documented.  I didn't bring the documentation

7 because I didn't think that was something I needed to

8 do.  What I can do is get together with Mr. Walch and

9 Mr. Anthony and ask them to research it.  Both of

10 these precincts were precincts that had been listed

11 on the True the Vote observer forms.

12             And in one case the individual actually

13 burst into the precinct with a video camera, and I do

14 know they called, I do know that the precinct

15 officials called.  So you should have documentation

16 of it.

17             I shouldn't have to do this, and I didn't

18 think I did, but then I know you're very busy.  The

19 statute of limitations is two years on the

20 misdemeanor, if they were found, I'm not saying that

21 they would be, I'm not saying they're guilty or

22 anything, please, I just think it needs to be looked

23 into, it's a two-year statute of limitations that

24 would be expiring in a couple of months, November
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1 2014, that's why I thought it was urgent to address

2 you today in person.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Thank you for

4 appearing and thank you for sharing.  If you've got

5 other specifics and evidence and information on these

6 matters, which you suggest you do, then, by all

7 means, please, at your earliest convenience, share it

8 with --

9             MS. LUPO:  What I can do is, I don't know

10 who to call, but I can call -- perhaps e-mail you,

11 Bill?

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes.

13             MS. LUPO:  Yeah.  That's what I'll do.

14 Do I e-mail you both at the same time?

15             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes.

16             MS. LUPO:  I want to be nonpartisan.

17             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Then be bipartisan.

18             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Send it to both of us.

19             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yeah, send it to

20 both of us.  That will be fine.

21             MS. LUPO:  Okay.

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Do you have our e-mail

23 address?  And you can also make it easier by calling

24 Suzanne.
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1             What's your number, Suzanne?

2             MS. BROWN:  525-4268.

3             MS. LUPO:  525?

4             MS. BROWN:  4268.

5             MS. LUPO:  4268.  Great.

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  And you can work with

7 her on, you know, working on a time where you can sit

8 down with both Dana and I.

9             MS. LUPO:  Okay.  That's what I'll do.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Okay.

11             MS. LUPO:  The second thing is, I really

12 appreciate the Board's policy on the open meetings.

13 I think this is one of the few boards in Ohio that

14 actually say you can be on our e-mail list and we'll

15 let you know when our meetings are.  So that's a good

16 thing that the Franklin County Board does.

17             I wanted to reiterate that if it's

18 possible to have written guidelines on how to be on

19 the agenda, that would be helpful, too.

20             And before the elections, Matt

21 Damschroder always used to call pre-meetings and, you

22 know, we're not -- it's not so urgent right now, and

23 I don't believe that we should always be here when

24 it's really urgent and stakes are high, I mean I
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1 think it's an ongoing process.  And that's why I

2 thought written procedures that you posted online so

3 people would know that aren't like me or Paddy or

4 some of the people here that know you and come here.

5             The final thing, and this is, again,

6 something I'll bring up with Bill and Dana is,

7 according to my recent research, 90 percent of the

8 voter challenges that were brought to the boards of

9 Franklin, Lucas, and Hamilton County, 90 percent of

10 those were not valid.  And, again, most of these were

11 brought by one group.

12             And I realize that Secretary of State

13 Husted had changed the legal standard for when you

14 can bring a voter challenge, but at some point it

15 seems to me that there has to be at least implied

16 good faith.

17             I don't know how the Board would handle

18 that, and I don't know how the Board plans to handle

19 that as we get into the more-contested elections, but

20 I think we have -- I would ask you to come up with

21 something so that people aren't receiving voter

22 challenges in the mail.

23             Mr. Preisse, I see your face.  You're not

24 persuaded or you don't think it's a good idea?
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1             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I'm listening to you

2 and taking notes.

3             MS. LUPO:  Okay.

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I think what you see

5 is my dry contacts.

6             MS. LUPO:  Oh, okay.

7             (Laughter.)

8             MS. LUPO:  So it used to be the standard

9 was clear and convincing evidence.  Secretary of

10 State Husted changed it so now anyone can make a

11 voter challenge and you have to do the research and

12 you have to send the letters out to voters.

13             With 90 percent of them being invalid, it

14 strikes me that we need something better in place so

15 voters aren't called in here or aren't intimidated

16 because of whatever reason going on with the people

17 making the challenges, improper maps, wrong database,

18 there may be some partisan aspect to it, I don't want

19 to prejudge this, but I think that you guys could

20 come up with a standard before you would say, yeah,

21 we're going to send a letter out to the voter.

22             That's all I had.  Are there any

23 questions?

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Thank you very much.
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1             MS. LUPO:  Well, thank you for your time

2 and thanks for your new policy of letting us speak.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Thank you.

4             Okay.  Good.  Where does that bring us,

5 Mr. Director?

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That will bring us to

7 the amended paper ballot allocation.  We amended

8 Exhibit A at your desks, at your area, and it's the

9 amended ballot allocation.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  As you remember,

11 we passed a paper ballot allocation at a previous

12 meeting.  I made it clear at that meeting it would be

13 amended because at that time, per directive of the

14 Secretary of State, we had to do it within a certain

15 timeline, but all of our ballot styles hadn't been

16 set yet.  So, as I said in the previous meeting, we

17 would have to bring this back.

18             That is what is before you today.  It

19 complies with everything that was directed to us in

20 the Secretary of State directive on this.  As you see

21 on there, a listing by every precinct split in the

22 county of how many paper ballots we will put out

23 there on Election Day per the directive of the

24 Secretary of State's office.
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1             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Well, then, I move

2 that the Board adopt the amended paper ballot

3 allocation formula in Exhibit A, compiled by the

4 Board staff, for the November 4th, 2014, General

5 Election.

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

7             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor,

9 say aye.

10             (All ayes heard.)

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

12             The next item is the amended machine

13 allocation.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Same thing here.

15 One thing I want to make clear to the Board on this

16 one or just bring to your attention, we are required,

17 by Secretary of State directive, to place at least

18 one voting machine for every 175 registered voters in

19 a polling location.

20             We are well below that already with this

21 allocation and it will only get better because, per

22 Secretary of State directive, we are actually

23 permitted in our formula to subtract out any voter

24 who requests an absentee ballot, because obviously 90
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1 to 95 percent of those voters are going to vote via

2 absentee and not show up on Election Day.  So that

3 ratio will only get better than where it currently

4 is.

5             We're a little concerned about there are

6 three issues, three charter amendment issues in the

7 City of Columbus that are rather lengthy in their

8 verbiage.  So this formula actually allocates voting

9 machines in the City of Columbus at one machine for

10 every 145 registered voters.  In the remainder of the

11 county that didn't have those three long ballot

12 issues on them, it's one for every 167.  Both of

13 those, again, are well below the 175, and will only

14 get better as more and more absentee ballot requests

15 come in.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  How many machines is

17 that?

18             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We will place

19 4,408.

20             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  When do you cut off

21 the subtraction of the absentee requests and you

22 reduce --

23             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Well, yeah, we

24 certainly could take it all the way up to the
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1 election, but obviously for --

2             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  We have to --

3             DEPUTY DIRECTOR DANA WALCH:  --

4 programming purposes, it doesn't lend itself if there

5 are -- if we see any unusual thing going on with

6 absentee requests.  We monitor this all the way up

7 through the election.  You know, we could potentially

8 bring another amended formula back to you to make

9 some tweaks to this one here.

10             That's why I wanted to bring up to you

11 that this one that's before you today is already

12 better than the threshold we're required to have and

13 will only continue to get better.

14             But we'll continue to monitor this up

15 until such a point where we've got a, you know, sort

16 of an electoral point of no return of programming

17 machines and getting them out, but I don't foresee

18 necessarily, barring something unusual happening, us

19 needing to bring this back to your attention again.

20             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Mr. Chairman, I

21 move the Board adopt the amended voting machine

22 allocation formula in Exhibit B, compiled by the

23 Board staff, for the November 4th, 2014, General

24 Election.
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

2             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  There is.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor,

4 say aye.

5             (All ayes heard.)

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Opposed, same sign.

7             (No response.)

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

9             The next item on the agenda we have a

10 write-in candidate for the 3rd Congressional

11 District.  That would be Ralph Applegate.

12             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Give us some

13 background on what's happened here.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Mr. Applegate

15 filed a petition, a declaration to run as a write-in

16 candidate for the office of United States

17 Representative in the 3rd Congressional District.

18 His petition was in order -- or, his declaration was

19 in order.  So we bring before you today to certify

20 him as a write-in candidate for the 3rd Congressional

21 District.

22             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Then I'll move

23 that Ralph Applegate be certified as a valid write-in

24 candidate for the office of U.S. Representative in
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1 the 3rd Congressional District on the November 4,

2 2014, General Election ballot.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

4             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

5             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

6             (All ayes heard.)

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

8             As you all know, early voting will be

9 beginning soon, and, as such, it will be the first

10 time that we will have early voting at this location

11 while we're at this location.  And so, we decided

12 that we would enter into a personal service contract

13 with two individuals to actually run the day-to-day

14 operation of that Early Vote Center.

15             One of them is Donald Klco, K-l-c-o.  He

16 did it in 2012.  And then the second one is Arnold

17 Tompkins, T-o-m-p-k-i-n-s.  Arnold worked at the

18 Early Vote Center dealing with the machines and

19 coordinating that whole effort of 175 machines we had

20 out there, making sure that they were up and running

21 and staffed properly.  So he has a good knowledge of

22 what happens on early vote as well.  We would like to

23 bring them both in, starting September 15th, at a

24 salary not to exceed $10,900.
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1             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I move that the Board

2 authorize the Director and Deputy Director to execute

3 personal service contracts not to exceed $10,900 each

4 for Arnold Tompkins and Donald Klco, to manage the

5 Early Vote Center located at 1700 Morse Road,

6 Columbus, Ohio.

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

8             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  There is.

9             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

10             (All ayes heard.)

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

12             The next is we also enter into a contract

13 with ES&S to basically deal with, it's called

14 "project management services," but they have staff

15 made available to us in and around Election Day in

16 the event that we have issues with our vote system or

17 any other issues.

18             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Is there someone

19 actually here?

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes, they are here.

21 They are here now.

22             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  They send one of

23 their folks out to help us with setting up the ballot

24 on the machines and for the optical scan ballots,
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1 through, then, Election Day, that we have on-site

2 support here on Election Day also if needed.  It's

3 proved to be a good service for us in the past and

4 one we'd like to consider.

5             This actually would take us, this amount

6 that you'd be approving today would actually take us

7 through 2016.  So it's a couple-year contract.  So

8 it's an extension of the existing one that we already

9 have.  And, as I said, it's worked very well for us

10 in the past.  It's something we find great value in.

11             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Mr. Chairman, I

12 move the Board approve the opening of a purchase

13 order to Election Systems and Software for $78,750

14 for project management services.

15             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

18             (All ayes heard.)

19             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

20             The next item is every -- particularly

21 every even-year cycle, presidential and gubernatorial

22 cycle, we produce a media campaign to let the voters

23 know when the early vote period is, and also to let

24 voters know what the ID requirements are for Election
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1 Day.

2             As such, we always use a Democrat and

3 Republican PR firm to produce these spots for us.

4 And because of the move here -- and we sort of

5 budget, basically we have a presidential-year budget

6 and a gubernatorial-year budget.  The

7 gubernatorial-year budget is never as high as the

8 presidential-year budget because of the activity.

9             This time around, because we are located

10 here at 1700 Morse Road, we thought we should do a

11 better blitz on our advertising to make sure that we

12 do let the voters know that we are here, we are open,

13 and that they could vote an absentee ballot at home,

14 paper, or they could come here and cast a ballot.

15 And then also -- and then to do that through a number

16 of media outlets:  TV, newspaper, and radio.  And

17 then the other ad, the other blitz would be around

18 the ID requirements.

19             And for all of that, we had initially put

20 in our budget levels that were closer to the 2010

21 level which was the last gubernatorial election.  We

22 met with our team and they apprised us that what we

23 need to do, it really brought us more to the 2012

24 level.
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1             And so, we're asking -- and we've already

2 talked to the commissioners and told them that we

3 were going to ask for an appropriation -- a

4 supplemental appropriation increase in our media

5 budget to the 2012 level.  That would bring it up to

6 about $650,000.  We're currently at around $397,000.

7 So that would increase it from 397 to about 650.  We

8 think we need that to get the word out where we are

9 and the ID requirements.

10             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  When do you

11 think it will start?

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Well, it will start,

13 it will hopefully start a week before early vote

14 starts.  And, right now, early vote is starting

15 September 30th.  And so, we don't have a lot of time.

16             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Better hurry.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We've already --

18 they've already worked on a script for us and putting

19 this thing together for us.  We just need to buy the

20 airtime and the media time.  And that's for all the

21 costs:  TV, radio, paper time.

22             Dana, did you have anything to add?

23             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  No, I think you

24 summed it up just fine, Bill.
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1             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I think it's also

2 important in this election to further identify our

3 brand, our location.  That's actually something that

4 will pay residual benefits in elections to come.  So

5 I think when we make this pitch to the Commissioners,

6 it's about the newness of this location as well, I

7 mean really emphasize that.  And having a set

8 location for early voting, since we floated around, I

9 think is important.

10             I move that the Board authorize the

11 Director and Deputy Director to request additional

12 money from the County Commissioners to increase the

13 2014 budget for media to $650,000, the amount

14 allocated in the Board's 2012 budget.

15             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

16             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

18             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Let's have some

19 discussion before we vote.  So there will be no

20 similar media budget in 2015?

21             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That's correct.

22             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We generally do

23 not do it in an off-election year, that's correct.

24 In my time we didn't do it in 2013, but I haven't
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1 been here for all of them, but I don't believe it's a

2 practice --

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I don't recall that

4 we've ever done it --

5             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  -- to do it in an

6 off-election year.

7             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- in an odd year.

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yeah, we normally

9 don't.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  So called

11 "off-election year."

12             MR. COLLINS:  Dana, do you want me to

13 explain?

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  You certainly

15 could.  This is Gary Collins who is our analyst --

16             MR. COLLINS:  I'm the Commission's Budget

17 Analyst for the Board of Elections.

18             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Okay.  Will you state

19 your name and --

20             MR. COLLINS:  Gary Collins.  Senior

21 Budget Analyst for Franklin County Commissioners.

22             On the 2015 budget, we go back and we'll

23 look at your off-year election and determine your

24 budget that way based on what you spent in 2013 for
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1 your budget.  So that's how we kind of look at '15.

2 So your budget goes up and comes down based on the

3 election years.

4             When we looked at the budget for media,

5 we actually looked back to the 2010 because that was

6 the last gubernatorial, not the presidential.  So

7 that's how we determined the budget for the 2014.  So

8 the increase is -- they're coming to Commissioners

9 with a letter that they've already had conversations

10 with our budget director and determined how much

11 additional that it would need to be, which is the

12 260-some thousand.

13             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Well, we have

14 already committed $400,000 to this and the consultant

15 says $650,000 is what's necessary.  I'm inclined to

16 support the contention.

17             But as we approach the next presidential

18 election, I really wonder how many hundreds of

19 thousands of dollars of taxpayers' money would need

20 to be spent telling the taxpayers that there's going

21 to be a presidential election.  Nonetheless, given

22 where we are now, I'm going to be a "yes" vote.

23             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  If I could just

24 follow-up and comment.  I don't think we need to tell
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1 them it's an election now or then, but we've changed

2 the rules on people so much about what they need to

3 present, they don't even know when they can start

4 voting yet, that if we face a similar problem in

5 2016, we have an obligation to let people know when,

6 where, and how they can vote.  And, you know, we

7 follow this stuff every day, but it doesn't mean that

8 every voter does.

9             And I think that, you know, for the first

10 40 years of my life, voting was a very similar

11 process and similar requirements which were very

12 limited.  In the last few years, it's been a roulette

13 wheel.  I think that as long as that kind of stuff

14 continues, we're going to have to keep making an

15 extra effort to let people know what they got to

16 bring to a polling place to vote.

17             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  All right.  Well,

18 I think it's been fully discussed.

19             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.  Thank

20 you.

21             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I don't know that we

22 actually voted.

23             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I seconded.

24             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Oh.
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1             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  It's been moved and

2 seconded.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Okay.  It's been

4 properly moved and seconded.  All those in favor?

5             (All ayes heard.)

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.  Thank

7 you, gentlemen, and Kim.

8             The next item on the agenda would be the

9 wait time policy for the November 4th General

10 Election.

11             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We are required,

12 pursuant to Secretary of State Directive 2014-23, as

13 we have in past elections, to do a wait time policy.

14 Our policy has been in past elections and we're

15 suggesting again this year that if the voting

16 location manager sees a line of more than 20 people,

17 that they are to make an announcement to the voters

18 in line that they have the choice of either voting a

19 paper ballot or voting on one of the voting machines.

20             This is the exact same one we did in

21 2012, just changed the directive and the dates and

22 things like that, but it's been the same one we've

23 had in the past pursuant to Secretary of State

24 directive.
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1             Our voting location managers all will be

2 given this and all will be included in their training

3 that if the line does exceed 20 people in line at any

4 given time that they are to make the announcement

5 that's listed out on this.

6             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Are we still

7 going to have a sign that they're available, paper

8 ballots are available?

9             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  I don't know that

10 we do a sign.  We're not required to tell every voter

11 that comes through the line that you have the

12 so-called "paper or plastic option."  We have to have

13 paper ballots available for anybody who does request

14 one.

15             This wait time policy, this goes back a

16 few election cycles now, does require us to make an

17 announcement if the line does get long.  It doesn't

18 allow the voter to go to the front of the line in any

19 way or not show, you know, ID or anything like that,

20 they don't get into a shorter line if they decide to

21 vote paper instead of on a machine, but we are

22 required to have a policy and that's what is before

23 you this afternoon.

24             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  I move that the
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1 Board approve the policy governing voting location

2 manager announcements for the availability of optical

3 scan ballots for the November 4th General Election

4 pursuant to Secretary of State Directive 2014-23.

5             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

6             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor,

8 say aye.

9             (All ayes heard.)

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The next item on the

11 agenda, Dana has been working really hard with our IT

12 folks, Carolyn and Dennis, to come up with a

13 procedure for us to keep accurate records of when an

14 employee comes and goes here at 1700 Morse Road.

15             Dana.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Thank you, Bill.

17             Before we do, if I may have a point of

18 personal privilege here to introduce a couple of

19 people here in the front row.  We have Chelsea

20 Faulkner.  Chelsea is our new field rep with the

21 Secretary of State's office.  I wanted to make sure

22 to introduce Chelsea.  She just came and met with

23 Bill and I, the other day, and introduced herself.

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Welcome, Chelsea.
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1             MS. FAULKNER:  Thank you.

2             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And then in the

3 row right behind her is Ashley Mosteller.  Ashley is

4 one of our interns from the John Glenn Center at Ohio

5 State University, affectionately know as one of our

6 "Glenterns."

7             We also have Ryan Hill.  Ryan isn't in on

8 Mondays, so I don't think he's here, is he, if he's

9 behind the podium there, I don't see him, but Ryan

10 Hill also is here.  So we have a set of two very fine

11 young graduate students from the John Glenn School at

12 The Ohio State University for the semester.

13             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Welcome to you, too.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  I told them it's

15 a great semester for them to be coming.

16             Carolyn or Dennis, whoever wants to come.

17             MS. GORUP:  We're going to make Dennis be

18 the man behind the curtain.

19             (Off the record.)

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Per one of the

21 previous meetings, took a shot at coming up with some

22 sort of new procedure for employees signing in and

23 out so that we could better track time here at the

24 Board of Elections.  So we worked with Carolyn and
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1 Dennis on coming up with the following.

2             MS. GORUP:  We've tried to make it as

3 easy as possible so it's not a burden to do it.  The

4 first time somebody gets their card, they just scan

5 and it says I can't find you.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Wait a minute, I'm

7 confused and we're 5 seconds into this.

8             (Laughter.)

9             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Back up just a little

10 bit.  Start over.  What are we looking at here?

11 You're holding a card.

12             MS. GORUP:  Everybody who works here has

13 an ID card which includes a radio frequency ID chip

14 in it and all we have to do is wave it over the

15 reader.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Which is located?

17             MS. GORUP:  Which is located at the

18 machine which will be at the front desk.  Every

19 employee has one.

20             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  At the front desk.

21 Okay.

22             MS. GORUP:  As they come in, they scan

23 their card.  The first time or the first time you use

24 the card because, surprisingly enough, cards get
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1 lost, so when they come in with a new card, they have

2 to go through this again.  And my log-on ID, every

3 user --

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  You spelled it wrong.

5             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  It's hard to spell.

6             MS. GORUP:  And then it's actually made

7 up so that you could enter your own secret code, but

8 why bother.

9             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Carolyn, so there

10 is a scanning point at the front desk.

11             MS. GORUP:  Yes.

12             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  And every employee

13 of the Board enters the same way.

14             MS. GORUP:  Yup.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  All right.

16             MS. GORUP:  I am now in there and it will

17 know me forever.

18             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  But what you just

19 demonstrated is what you have to do initially or if

20 you lose a card and get a new one you're sort of

21 logging in with your card.

22             MS. GORUP:  Right.

23             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's what we

24 need to do to set them up in the system is what
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1 Carolyn just did.

2             MS. GORUP:  I've now defined me as

3 somebody who could scan in.

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  All right.

5             MS. GORUP:  So I can come in and I might

6 say I'm coming in but, you know what, I stopped by

7 the warehouse first.  So, as an explanation, when

8 somebody looks at it, I can say "warehouse" and then

9 "in."  So that if somebody is looking at the time

10 saying, wait a minute, Carolyn, why did you say in at

11 10, but you're saying you worked eight hours, the

12 explanation is there that I went to the warehouse.

13             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Now, there's a

14 keyboard up front that this is happening there or is

15 it happening at the employee's desk?

16             MS. GORUP:  There will be a computer and

17 a keyboard.  We can actually use a tablet, a regular

18 computer, a laptop, there's a number of ways we could

19 decide to implement this.

20             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  But there's only

21 one place you can check in.

22             MS. GORUP:  One place.  We might put two

23 up there if we need to.

24             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  You'll have
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1 people out the door waiting to check in.

2             MS. GORUP:  Okay.  I'm going to go out to

3 lunch.  We figured "out lunch" would be a pretty

4 regular thing to do, so we give them that.  Or I'm

5 ready to leave for the day.  Or maybe things didn't

6 go well at the warehouse this morning, I'm going out

7 to the warehouse and I'm "out other."

8             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  As we discussed

9 at previous meetings, the idea of your traditional

10 time clock doesn't really work for us because we do

11 have employees that do other things.  The warehouse

12 issue, Carolyn uses that.  Obviously, after we move

13 the warehouse after the election, that will go away,

14 but we still do have folks who run payroll down to

15 the courthouse or do pay-ins down at the courthouse

16 or do have to go on mail runs, things of that sort.

17             So we wanted some flexibility in the

18 system without having, you know, a menu of 48

19 different options that you got to search for and find

20 and it takes a long time.  We wanted to create

21 something that was simple to use, but was flexible to

22 fit what we do here at the Board.

23             And that's why Carolyn and Dennis came up

24 with just the easy one of I'm out to lunch, or out
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1 for the day so we don't expect you back at that

2 point, but put that "other" in there so some

3 explanation could be put in there that says I'm out

4 of the office but I'm working.  We didn't want them

5 to have to clock out because --

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  But in that case there

7 would not be a clock out.  If someone left today at

8 2:30 to go to the warehouse or some other place and

9 doesn't come back, there is no clock out.

10             MS. GORUP:  There is not an additional

11 clock out.

12             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  An additional clock

13 out, an end-of-day clock out.

14             MS. GORUP:  Yeah.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Where is the

16 personnel policy drafted that describes how this is

17 to work?

18             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We're still

19 working on that.  We wanted to show you the system

20 first.  But we would come up with a set of standards

21 that we would communicate to all of the employees for

22 using this.

23             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  And are you

24 designing this software in the way that where it says
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1 "Note," there's an opportunity to provide a

2 meaningful description?

3             MS. GORUP:  Yeah.  As I put "warehouse"

4 here, I could have put more.

5             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And we will

6 instruct accordingly when we do that.

7             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  That is key for

8 this working in the future.  "Mail run" is not going

9 to do it.  So there does have to be an opportunity

10 for somebody to explain what she is doing when she's

11 away from the Board's office but working for the

12 people for three hours.

13             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Absolutely.

14             MS. GORUP:  And we did make it -- we're

15 only human, you'll notice I didn't clock back in, I

16 just kept going out.  If somebody makes a mistake,

17 they can put a note in saying maybe they came back

18 from lunch and didn't clock back in.

19             And when they get ready to leave they

20 realize, mmh, it says I'm still out.  I could put a

21 note in that said forgot to clock in from lunch at

22 such and such a time.

23             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And to that point

24 that Carolyn brings up, that's what will be incumbent
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1 upon the managers and Bill and myself when the report

2 comes out to see that to say, okay, wait a minute,

3 what happened here.  If, you know, something like

4 that would happen, you know, once in every great

5 while that happens, but, you know, if we see it

6 happening every single day, you know, then that

7 obviously throws up a red flag to the manager and to

8 Bill and myself to have a talk with that employee to

9 say, hey, come on.

10             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  So each employee is

11 still filling out a biweekly time sheet.

12             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's right.

13             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Does that employee

14 have access to the electronic record to --

15             MS. GORUP:  Let us go on.

16             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  One question:

17 What if you have a doctor's appointment, can you put

18 "personal" on there for privacy?

19             MS. GORUP:  You could put "personal," you

20 could say "leave slip," or you could just leave it

21 blank and cover it on your payroll.

22             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yeah.  Once the

23 report comes out, if we see an employee didn't come

24 in until 11:00, but there's a subsequent leave slip
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1 to it, and when we see their biweekly time sheet it

2 should show three hours of leave time of some sort

3 which would match, then the report that comes out of

4 this that, yes, that employee did not come in until

5 11:00, but I've got three hours of sick time to go to

6 a doctor's appointment.

7             MS. GORUP:  Let's go ahead and switch

8 to -- now, this is -- an individual can see -- we

9 gave Dennis, we made him a director so he could see

10 everything during development.  Normally, I could see

11 where everybody is, in/out, and everybody would have

12 access to this, but it would be mostly important for

13 Debbie up front.

14             When somebody comes in and says I'm here

15 for a meeting with Carolyn, and she says, oh,

16 Carolyn's gone out to lunch but, you know what, she's

17 due back in 10 minutes, just have a seat and wait; or

18 did Carolyn know you were having lunch -- or, you

19 were having a meeting, because she just walked out 10

20 minutes ago.  So she has that information or she

21 would be able to see that I said I was going to the

22 warehouse and that I wasn't in the office.

23             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  This helps our

24 internal process of knowing who's here, who's not
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1 here, you know --

2             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Because it's so

3 huge here.

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yeah.

5             MS. GORUP:  And I don't know if you

6 noticed, I'm clear over here, I want to talk to Jeff

7 clear over there, I might want to check and make sure

8 he's in the office before I make the trip.

9             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Right.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And that's why we

11 built in, for example, the "out lunch," knowing that,

12 as you see on there it says for Frank Gill, for

13 example, on the second record, out at 11:01.  So if

14 you're looking at it and it's starting to get close

15 to noon, you could say, okay, Frank's at lunch, he'll

16 be back any minute now, I'll go look for him in 10

17 minutes.  So you'll have some time parameter there to

18 be able to see.  That's why we did it different than

19 just having an "out" button, because then if you're

20 looking at this you don't know are they out for the

21 day or are they just out for an hour.

22             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  That's good.

23             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Is the software

24 programmed to send a report to a supervisor on a
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1 particular schedule?

2             MS. GORUP:  Getting ahead.

3             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Okay.

4             MS. GORUP:  So this is available, and

5 this is showing how actually the directors will see

6 it.

7             MR. LANDUYT:  This screen will be

8 available to everybody.

9             MS. GORUP:  Yeah, this screen, but we

10 want to show the detail.  The directors will see

11 this.  If they are not flagged as a director, they

12 could see just their own.  And if they wanted to see

13 a two-week period, they would just have to change the

14 dates up at the top to show there.

15             So we see Barbara Burns, she was in and

16 out on the 5th and then on the 8th.  So they could

17 fill out their time sheet if they weren't sure what

18 day it was I came in late.

19             Then a manager would be able to see

20 everybody in their department.  So I would be able to

21 look at the other IT staff, check it against their

22 time sheet.  Dana and Bill can check the entire

23 office.  And there is a report, I'm not sure we've

24 got it running on this machine, but you can run a
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1 report for a hard copy report of this.

2             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And our plan is

3 to have that distributed to all of the managers and

4 Bill and myself, so when the biweekly time sheets

5 come to us, they can be matched against that report.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Is it automatically

7 calculating the hours over to the far right?

8             MS. GORUP:  Yes.

9             MR. LANDUYT:  Yes.

10             MS. GORUP:  And it represents -- is that

11 a total for the day or just --

12             MR. LANDUYT:  Yeah, total for the day.

13             MS. GORUP:  Okay.

14             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  So on the same

15 schedule that the supervisors are approving time

16 sheets, they're also getting this report.

17             MR. LANDUYT:  This report, yeah.  That

18 will give the -- yeah.

19             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Got it.

20             MS. GORUP:  And that's pretty much it.

21             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We wanted to

22 build it simple and quick, but comprehensive, and

23 give us the information we have.  We didn't want to

24 create, you know, the last thing we wanted to have
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1 was a system in which the employees are spending half

2 their time accounting for their time, that's just

3 dumb.

4             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

5             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  So we wanted it

6 to be simple, but with the flexibility that we need

7 in the reporting, we need then to accurately be able

8 to verify the biweekly time sheets when they come to

9 the management staff and I think this is --

10             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Do most employees go

11 out to lunch?

12             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Well, since we've

13 been up here --

14             MS. GORUP:  I think 50 percent probably

15 go out to lunch.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  -- go out of the

17 office.

18             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  What's the

19 schedule for developing the personnel policy?

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Start working on

21 it immediately.

22             MS. GORUP:  It was fine for us to program

23 it.

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  So you have to key in
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1 out to lunch.

2             MS. GORUP:  No.  There's a button.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  You hit the button.

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  If you're just

5 coming in, you hit "in."

6             MR. LANDUYT:  Her last scan was out, so

7 it thinks that you're going to want to do "in."

8             MS. GORUP:  It actually is sort of making

9 your decision for you that you need to come in, but

10 maybe I don't, maybe I went out for lunch -- or, I

11 went out for "other," now I happen to come back and I

12 am going to go out to lunch.

13             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  This isn't going

14 to screw you up not getting paid for the day, is it?

15             (Laughter.)

16             MS. GORUP:  We will wipe out all the test

17 data.

18             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Oh, okay.

19             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  It's definitely novel.

20             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  One question I've

21 got, and one of the problems with the old-fashioned

22 clocks were people sometimes clocking in and out for

23 other people.  When you do that, is there a way that

24 there could be a video recognition along with it?
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1             MS. GORUP:  We could add a web camera

2 that would take a picture if that was deemed to be

3 necessary.

4             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  If it wasn't too

5 complex.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Would someone have to

7 use somebody else's --

8             MS. GORUP:  They have to use their card.

9             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  They have to use

10 somebody else's card.  That's why we did it that way,

11 because originally we talked about doing it, just put

12 a code in or something like that.  Well, if I whisper

13 to him, hey, I'm "1234."

14             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  And each employee has

15 one card only?

16             MS. GORUP:  Yes.

17             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's why we did

18 it this way so it would recognize this, but I would

19 think we certainly could --

20             MS. GORUP:  In fact, Dennis and I

21 discussed it.

22             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  It would eliminate

23 that problem.

24             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Do we have video
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1 surveillance of the lobby?

2             MS. GORUP:  There is video surveillance

3 out there, yeah.

4             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  How long is that

5 retained?

6             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  It's just a few

7 weeks, isn't it, Bill?  I mean that's what we found

8 at Memorial Hall.  Just because of space limitations

9 it's only kept for a few weeks at a time.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  They don't archive.

11             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  It doesn't slow it

12 down.

13             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Yeah, it doesn't

14 hurt anything.  It's technically feasible.  We'd have

15 to retain it for a long time, I suppose, if it's

16 going to serve its purpose; otherwise, it's not going

17 to be any better than what is being done now.

18             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We'll explore

19 that.

20             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Very good.

21             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Any other

22 questions?

23             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Did you model this off

24 of someone's?  How did you --
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1             MS. GORUP:  No.  Dennis and I just sort

2 of hit it around.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Have you patented it

4 yet?

5             (Laughter.)

6             MS. GORUP:  No.  Actually, I've been told

7 we can't copyright the stuff we write.

8             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  It's great.

9 Thank you.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Carolyn and

11 Dennis have done a great job on this.  They've, I

12 think, really done very well in capturing what we

13 talked about.

14             MS. GORUP:  We tried to be flexible.

15             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  And you're developing

16 the procedures and policies around it, and what's the

17 timeline to --

18             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We should be able

19 to have that in a week or so.

20             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  That's great.

21             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  All right.  Well, good

22 work.

23             MR. LANDUYT:  Thank you.

24             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The last item on the
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1 agenda is every year we have these holidays that keep

2 coming around right during our election.  The first

3 one is the Columbus Day holiday.  And right now,

4 based on the times that we could be open for early

5 voting, our official office will be closed on that

6 day, but we would like to keep our staff here working

7 on the election and doing some other things like we

8 have every year since I've been here.  And then to

9 move that date, Columbus Day, and give them the day

10 after Thanksgiving off.  So that's what this motion

11 is about.

12             So that would be, like, Monday,

13 October 13, that's the official holiday, and to move

14 that holiday for our employees to the day after

15 Thanksgiving which is November 28th.

16             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I move that the

17 Board office be closed to the public on Monday,

18 October 13, 2014, but that employees come to work for

19 their regular work schedule.  For working the

20 holiday, the Board office will instead close on

21 Friday, November 28th.

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

23             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

24             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?
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1             (All ayes heard.)

2             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

3             We have nothing else before the Board.

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  It's all I've

5 got.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Thank you.

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion to adjourn

8 would be in order.

9             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I so move.

10             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

12             (All ayes heard.)

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We stand adjourned.

14 Thank you.

15             (Thereupon, the proceedings concluded at

16 3:59 p.m.)

17                         - - -

18
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